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HAND TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES
200MM  END CUTTING NIPS
12461 

- Cutting edges are designed for  
   soft and hard wire
- Also suitable for twisting and cutting  
 binding wire
- High grade steel, oil-hardened and tempered
- Cutting edges additionally induction hardened

280MM  TOWER PINCERS
28936

- Extracting deep embedded nails from timber
- Extracting nails from concrete
- Top quality with grade 55 Carbon Steel
- Coated grips for extra grip and comfort
- Better leverage when pulling out nails
- Cutting capacity 3mm steel wire

CONCRETOR'S NIPPER 254mm
35-250

-  CHANNELLOCK® Concretor's Nippers have a 
knife and anvil style cutting system for perfect 
mating and superior cutting edge life.

-  CUTTING CAPABILITIES include hard wire 
(0.047" - 0.070"), medium hard wire (0.047" - 
0.091") and soft wire (0.162" max diameter)

-  SITE HARDENED edges for durability
-  These pliers have laser heat-treated cutting edges 

that last longer for hard, medium hard and copper 
applications.

FENCE TOOL 264mm
85

-  The CHANNELLOCK® 85 10-inch Fence Tool combines 6 
features in 1 reliable tool for fencing installation, repair, and 
maintenance.

-  LASER heat-treated Cutting Shears last longer and easily cut 
through High Tensile wire

-  RUGGED Hammer and Starter for staple install
-  HAND-POLISHED Staple Claw plus Puller for removing staples 

and stretching wire
- PRECISION-machined Crimping Nest and Wire Splicer

 - Suitable for twisting and cutting binding wire
 - Made in Germany

END CUTTING NIPPERS

Material Number Cutting Capacity 
Hard Wire Length

6801180 2.5mm 180mm

6801200 2.8mm 200mm

6801280 3.2mm 280mm

68 01 200

HIGH LEVERAGE CONCRETERS’ NIPPERS

 -  High-leverage joint minimising strain, even when thick 
binding wires are used

 - Extra slim form for tying deep mounted steel rods
 - Made in Germany

200MM/8” ULTIMATE END  
CUTTING NIPPERS
728CVN

Also available in:
 - 230mm / 9”  (729CVN)

 - Carefully designed throat clearance and 
rivet size

 - Electronically induction hardened, angled 
cutting  edges and blade sizesPARROT BEAK FENCING PLIERS

7FP

- 280mm multi function pliers
- Pliers for stretching and twisting wire
- Wire cutters for cutting fence wire    
  and components
- Hammer face for striking nails
- Staple holder and puller for simple  
  staple insertion and removal
- Crimping jaws for splicing wire
- Designed for heavy-duty use
- Extra long handles for better leverage
- Black anti-rust phosphate surfaces


